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Find out what challenges are faced by the natural gas industry to construct new pipelines and how these challenges have impacted gas supplies in the Northeast. By Marc Gorewitz, Director in Opportune ...
Court rulings, delays and cancellations underscore challenges for gas pipeline construction (long read)
This chapter identifies more than 720 top-tier oil and gas specialists from across the globe. Those listed are highlighted for their notable skill in advising ... for her superb practice which focuses ...
Energy 2021 - Oil & Gas - Legal Marketplace Analysis
Law360 (July 8, 2021, 5:35 PM EDT) -- The Third Circuit on Thursday questioned how installation records were the answer to identifying the owners of purportedly dangerous residential gas piping ...
3rd Circuit Questions How To Identify Gas Pipe Owner Class
Colorado legislators ended the 2021 session having passed a near-record 502 bills, many of them directed toward repairing the COVID-19 pandemic’s damage to small businesses.
Lawmakers focus strongly on small business relief
The shotgun is the most flexible tool in the locker, capable of less lethal payload delivery, defeating locks, dispatching dangerous game, and close quarters entry.
Shotguns for Law Enforcement
NEWS RELEASE GOVERNOR JARED POLIS ************************* DENVER- Governor Jared Polis has taken action on the remaining bills following this year’s historic legislative session. Governor Polis has ...
Governor Polis reviews latest legislative session
Ojie Ejemhen pays tribute to Timipre Sylva, Minister of State for Petroleum Resources, at age 57 It is William James, a philosopher, who says, “It is our attitude at the beginning of a difficult ...
SYLVA: THE MAN WITH THE MIDAS TOUCH
The COVID-19 pandemic brought unique challenges to animal advocates during the past year and a half, with a surge in adoptions during the peak of quarantine but then ...
IN FOCUS Discussion: Utah animal advocacy (Shelter overcapacity, gas chambers, and pet summer safety)
State-protected lands ... aren’t Pennsylvania’s government regularly has rolled over for the natural gas industry, heavily subsidizing it, covering many of its market-development costs, refusing to ...
Editorial Roundup: Pennsylvania
For our litigation department, associates at all levels of seniority rotate through practice areas, building a broad base of experience, working with partners and clients on various kinds of matters ...
Litigation Leaders: What the ‘Cravath System’ of Talent Development and Generalist Approach Mean to Gary Bornstein and Kevin Orsini
Digital health solutions can dramatically improve patient care and slow rising costs. Yet achieving that at scale still has obstacles to overcome.
Vital signs: The growing impact of digital health innovation
April 2021 marked the 11th year since the Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry Content Development (NOGICD) Act, otherwise known as the local content law was enacted. Emmanuel Addeh looks at the journey ...
Local Content Act, 11 Years After
It's even closer to you than you think it's in Missouri convenience stores, gas ... to have "skill-based" outcomes, or in other instances, simply operating in direct violation of the law as ...
Perspective: Illegal gambling machines are a problem
Mohamed Abdel Wahab at Zulficar & Partners Law Firm is “smart, experienced, has great communication skills” commend sources ... who impresses with his disputes practice that spans the oil and gas ...
Construction 2021 - Legal Marketplace Analysis
We scrutinize transcripts and grade performance with forensic care as if we were never students and never made a conscious decision to take our foot off the gas ... in the practice of law.
Mentoring Is a Two-Way Street
Partly, because the context in which companies operate has changed dramatically with the rise of stakeholder capitalism, which sees a new use for lawyers’ skills and experience. In addition ...
Top in-house lawyers redefine their role as strategic thinkers
Insider looked at the top skills to have for 86 jobs that make an average of over $100,000 a year, based on the average importance scores for 35 skills ... postsecondary law teachers, and ...
The top 5 skills you need to unlock a six-figure career
The little-known fund managed to win three seats on the board of the oil and gas giant despite owning ... co-head of the shareholder activism practice at law firm Vinson & Elkins.
Shareholder Activism Campaigns Rebound Out of Pandemic
And by 2050, if greenhouse gas emissions have not been reduced ... coverage of the human rights of older persons, in law and practice. Older persons are also seldom mentioned in international ...
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